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August 21, 2019

To Whom It May Concern:

I am pleased to provide the following letter of recommendation for Marc Masotti of Masotti Construction
Inc.

My wife and I took on the project of the construction of our home. Through our past experiences and
projects with Marc (in my business and personal) and the recommendations from trusted friends and
business colleges, we quickly decided to retain Marc as the Project Manager of this new
construction. During the course of the construction, Marc demonstrated many outstanding qualities
including: professional and aggressive construction approaches, sensitivity to owner's requirements,
ability to manage required changes during the course of work, excellent communication with consultant's
and owner's representatives, and timely attention to deficiency correction.
Marc genuinely shared our commitment to the project and helped foster that same commitment with
subcontractors. Working in conjunction with Marc, we were able to quickly establish a high level of trust
between Contractor/Owner/Consultant which is critical when construction is moving quickly. We were
greatly satisfied with the result and the project was completed on time, within the construction budget, all
while maintaining a high quality of workmanship.
I was personally impressed with the efforts and abilities of Marc and the personnel he chose to work on
our project. From the start of the project, Marc brought an energy, attention to detail and a genuine
concern for the well-being of the project. When issues arose, Marc offered practical solutions and where
changes and costs were involved Marc was clear and detailed in presenting and providing fair
negotiations. In many cases, he was able to provide better than our budget allowed while coming under
budget on others. Working with Marc, I felt that we were always working together for the project's best
result.
I recommend and would not hesitate to work with Marc on any future project. If you would like to speak
directly about our experience with Marc on our project, please do not hesitate to contact me. My cell
number is 519-791-8789, my address is 4186 Roseland Dr W and I would be more than happy to show
you one of Windsor's finest homes in its class.
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